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Abstract. An original model for dynamic scheduling of services in collabora-
tive cyber-physical supply networks is stated and solved with the help of struc-
ture dynamics control approach. The proposed service-oriented description 
makes it possible simultaneously to (i) schedule information services according 
to business process execution and (ii) plan costs of information resources.  
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1 Introduction 

The impact of information technologies (IT) on the material processes in collaborative 
value-adding networks in general and supply networks (SN) in particular becomes 
more and more crucial [1], [2]. Recent research indicated that an aligning of business 
processes and information systems (IS) may potentially provide new quality of deci-
sion-making support and an increased SN performance [3], [4], [5]. Most of the new 
IT share attributes of intelligence. Examples include data mining, cloud computing, 
physical internet, pattern recognition, knowledge discovery, to name a few. That is 
why it becomes a timely and crucial topic to consider SNs as collaborative cyber-
physical systems. Such SNs are common not only in manufacturing but also in differ-
ent cyber-physical systems, e.g., in networks of emergency response units, energy 
supply, city traffic control, and security control systems.  

Cyber-physical systems incorporate elements from both information and material 
(physical) subsystems and processes which are integrated and decisions in them are 
cohesive [6]. Elements of physical processes are supported by information services. 
Cyber-physical systems are characterized by decentralization and autonomous beha-
vior of their elements. In addition, such systems evolve through adaptation and recon-
figuration of their structures, i.e. through structure dynamics [7], [8]. 

In these settings, two questions may be raised: (1) what is the optimal volume of 
information services needed to ensure operation of physical systems and (2) how 
these services shall be scheduled at the planning stage and adapted in dynamics at the 
execution control stage. It can be observed that current concepts and models for SN 
integration do not provide adequate decision support from intelligent information and 
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product technologies; we regard this shortcoming as an opportunity for research and 
development, which could significantly improve the practice of SN management. On 
one hand, aligning of new intelligent elements of IT infrastructures, i.e., the informa-
tion services, with real material flows can be achieved. On the other hand, invest-
ments into information resources can be estimated regarding real execution dynamics. 

This paper faces these two decision domains on the basis of structure dynamics 
control (SDC) approach [7]. Conventionally, the above-described two problems have 
been solved step-by-step. With the help of SDC, a special dynamic representation of 
multi-structural networks is proposed where such problems can be solved simulta-
neously. In addition, due to the increasing role of information services in different 
forms, e.g., cloud computing, the service-based approaches to integrated planning and 
scheduling of both material and information flows in collaborative networks are 
needed [9], [10]. Such integration is also to prevent failures of IT-enabled SNs [11].  

Although recent research has extensively dealt with SN scheduling ([12], [13], [14] 
and IT scheduling (see, e.g., works on scheduling telecommunications) in isolation, 
the integrated scheduling of both material and information flows still represents a 
research gap. In this paper, the problem of dynamic scheduling of services in SNs as 
cyber-physical systems is stated and solved with the help of SDC approach. In addi-
tion, specific research contributions are the considerations of IT reconfiguration in a 
real execution stage and monetary estimation of investments into IT.   

2 Research Methodology 

Both material and information flows are subject to structural changes. SDC approach 
is multi-disciplinary and reaches beyond the classical borders of control theory and 
mathematical optimization [15]. It is based on a combined application of optimal 
program control (OPC) theory and mathematical programming (MP), and extents 
their classical borders by their mutual integration and by decentralization of system 
description with help of active modelling objects (AMO). With the help of AMO, 
ideas of incorporating control policies into agent-based architectures can be addressed 
[16]. SDC approach has been previously applied to telecommunication networks, 
aerospace, and supply chains [7], [13], [15]. 

The SDC-based models are based on the dynamic interpretation of planning in ac-
cordance with the natural logic of time where the decisions on SN planning are taken 
for certain intervals of structural constancy and regarding problems of significantly 
smaller dimensionality. For each interval, a static optimization problem of a smaller 
dimensionality can be solved with the help of MP. The transitions between the inter-
vals are modelled in the dynamic OPC model. As the SDC is based on control theory, 
it is a convenient approach to describe intangible services due to abstract nature of 
state variables which can be interpreted as abstract service volumes. The study [13] 
has proposed an original model to represent SN schedules as OPC. In this paper, this 
model is extended to service scheduling. 
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3 Problem Statement 

The problem is to find a joint schedule taking into account the IS modernization, i.e., 
four schedules should be generated in a coordinated manner, i.e.,  

• an OPC (schedule) for the material supply processes in the SN (model M1),  
• an OPC (schedule) for information services (model M2),  
• an OPC (schedule) for the information resources (IR) (model M3), and 
• an OPC (schedule) for the IS modernization (model M4).  

Goals are measured by the job’s delivery times to customers and the volume of the 
delivered jobs. Jobs are to be scheduled subject to maximal customer service level, 
minimal backlogs, minimal idle time of services, and minimal costs of IT (including, 
fixed, operation, and idle cost). Customer service level is measured by a function of 
the times when the jobs are delivered to the customers. A simple example of the inter-
relations among business processes, services, functions, and IRs is presented in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Interrelations among business processes, service, functions, and IRs 

General assumptions and parameters 

• Consider jobs },...,1;{ nAA == νν  in business processes. The jobs are indepen-

dent and are not available for processing at time zero. Each of the jobs has a re-
lease date that is known in advance through the SN coordination.  

• Each of the jobs νA is composed of the operations },...,1;{ )()(
ν

νν kiDD i == . 

• Precedence constraints exist, i.e. the operations are logically arranged in jobs. 

• ia is the planned  processing volume of the operation )(ν
iD .  

• The execution of operations )(νD is realized by different IR ),( i
rB ν . 

• Denote },...,1;{ ),(),(
ν

νν ρ== rBB i
r

i as a set of IRs in an IS. 
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• IRs have unequal rates which may also differ for various operations and therefore 
influence the processing time. Denote )()()( ,, i

r
i

r
i

r Ve Φ  as maximal processing inten-

sity of the operation )(ν
iD  at the IR ),( i

rB ν , maximal capacity of the IR ),( i
rB ν , and 

maximal productivity of the IR ),( i
rB ν  before the reconfiguration correspondingly; 

)()()( ,, i
r

i
r

i
r Ve Φ  are given variables characterizing the same domains but after the 

modernization. 
• Let t be current instant of time, ],( 0 fttT =  the scheduling horizon, and )(0 ftt  the 

start (end) instant of time for the scheduling horizon respectively.  
• Denote )(tε  as an element of the matrix of time-spatial constraints ( 1)( =tε , 

if k
f

k ttt ≤<0
, 0)( =tε  otherwise), where k are the numbers of time windows avail-

able for operations’ execution (e.g., subject to maintenance).  
• Denote },...,1;{ )()(

jl dlSS == νν as a set of IT services to execute operations )(νD .  

• Denote },...,1;{ ),(),(
l

ll SFF == χν
χ

ν as a set of functions of IR to implement the 

service )(ν
lS , i.e., each service is may be composed of functions ),( lF ν

χ from dif-

ferent IR and is characterized by availability time windows subject to the func-
tion )(tε , productivity, i.e., the processed volume of operations at an instant of 

time, and costs (fixed cost )()1,( tcil
ν and operation cost )()2,( tcil

ν ). 

• Denote )(ν
lg as a number of operations )(ν

iD which may be served by a service )(ν
lS . 

• Denote )(ν
ih as a given number of services )(ν

lS  which may be simultaneously 

used by execution the operation )(ν
iD  . 

• Denote },...,1,,...,1;{ ),(),(
, lj
ii SdlDD ll === >< χνν
χ as operations of IR (e.g., informa-

tion processing, storage, transmission, and protection). 
• Denote },...,1;{ )(),(),(

,
r

i
ipip kDD krr π== >< as operations in the given jobs for planned 

reconfiguration (modernization) of the IR ),( i
rB ν . 

• Denote )(ν
χV as the online storage capacity of the IR ),( i

rB ν to execute the opera-

tion ),(
,
i

lD ν
χ ><  and )(),( τδ ν

χ
l

r
as a quality function to estimate the execution results. 

• Denote )()1,( τχ
l
rc , )()2,( τχ

l
rc  as given time functions of fixed and operation cost of an   

IR ),( i
rB ν used for the operation ),(

,
i

lD ν
χ ><  by realization of the function ),( lF ν

χ .  

• Setup times are independent and included in the processing time. 
• Denote )()( til

νη as a given time function which characterizes the costs of idle time 

of services for the operation )(ν
iD ;  

• )(ν
ily denotes the value of current idle cost due to a backlog in the 

operation )(ν
iD caused by unavailability of the service )(ν

lS . 
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In order to describe the execution of operations, let us introduce the state variables: 

)()( txil
ν to characterize the execution of the )(ν

iD  with the use of the service )(ν
lS , 

 
)()1,( txil

ν   is an auxiliary variable characterizing the current state of the operation 
)(ν

iD . Its value is numerically equal to the time interval that has elapsed since the be-

ginning of the scheduling interval and the execution start of the operation )(ν
iD ; 

)()2,( txil
ν   is an auxiliary variable characterizing the current state of the processing 

operation. Its value is numerically equal to the time interval that has elapsed since the 
end of the execution of the operation )(ν

iD  and the end of the scheduling interval; 

),( l
rx ν  is an auxiliary variable characterizing the employment time of the IR ),( j

rB ν ; 
),( lx ν

χ
which characterizes the execution of the operation ),(

,
j

lD ν
χ >< ;

 
)(),( tx l

rSl

ν   is an auxiliary variable characterizing the current state of the information 

processing operation. Its value is numerically equal to the time interval that has 
elapsed since the end of the execution of the operation ),(

,
j

lD ν
χ ><  and the instant of time t. 

Decision variables and goals 

)()( tuil
ν  is a control that is equal to 1 if the operation )(ν

iD  is assigned to the service 
)(ν

lS at the moment t;  otherwise 0)()( =tuil
ν .  

))()(( )2,()1,( tt ilil
νν ϑϑ are auxiliary control variables that are equal to 1 if the operation 

)(ν
iD has not been executed and is equal 0 otherwise.  

),( l
rw ν

χ   is a control that is equal to 1 if  the operation ),(
,

j
lD ν

χ >< is assigned to the IR 
),( i

rB ν  and is equal 0 otherwise; 

)(),( tl
rSl

νω  is auxiliary control that is equal to 1 if all the operations ),(
,

j
lD ν

χ >< in the func-

tion ),( lF ν
χ are completed and is equal 0 otherwise; 

)()2,( tp
rϑ  is auxiliary control that is equal to 1 if the reconfiguration from old pa-

rameters )()()( ,, i
r

i
r

i
r Ve Φ to new ones )()()( ,, i

r
i

r
i

r Ve Φ is completed and is 0 otherwise. 

4 Mathematical Model 

The SN is modelled as a networked controlled system described through a dynamic 
interpretation of the operations’ execution. Control models (M1-M2) are first used to 
assign and sequence services to business operations. Then M2-M3 are employed to 
assign and schedule services to IRs. Finally, M3-M4 are launched to schedule IT 
modernization (reconfiguration) in compliance with the results of M1-M2. The basic 
interaction of these models is that after the solving the conjunctive system for M1, the 
found control variables are used in the constraints of the conjunctive system for M2. 
Analogously, M2, M3, and M4 are interconnected. In solving the main systems, the 
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interaction of the models is organized in the reverse way, from M4 to M1. Note that 
in the calculation procedure, the models M1-M4 will be solved simultaneously, i.e., 
the supply, service, IR, and modernization scheduling will be integrated. Because of 
the limited size of this paper, we shortly introduce the models M2; it can be easily 
extrapolated on models M3-M4. 

The model of execution dynamics of operations )(ν
iD can be expressed as (1)-(3): 

)()( )(
),(

tut
dt

dx
ilil

l
i ν
ν

ε ⋅=  
(1) 

]1)[( )2,()()1,(
)(

ννν
ν

ϑϑη ilililil
il ut

dt

dy −−−=  
(2) 

)1,(
)1,(

ν
ν

ϑil
il

dt

dx = ; )2,(
)2,(

ν
ν

ϑil
il

dt

dx =  
(3) 

Eq. (1) describes operation’s execution. Eq. (2) represents idle time in the business 
process caused by unavailability of the service )(ν

lS . Eq. (3) represents the dynamics of 

operation’s execution according to precedence constraints. 
The control actions are constrained as follows: 
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}1,0{)(};1,0{)( )()( ∈∈ ttu ilil
νν ϑ  (7) 

Constraints (4) are assignment problem constraints. Constraints (5) determine the 
precedence relations. Constraints (6) interconnect main and auxiliary controls. Equa-
tion (7) constraints control to be Boolean variables. 

The end conditions are defined as follows: 
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Eqs. (8) and (9) define initial and end values of the variables )()( txi
ν , )()( tyil

ν , )()( txil
ν  

at the moments )(
0

jt  and )( j
ft .  

The goals are defined as follows: 
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Eq. (10) minimizes idle time of services. Eq. (11) estimates the service level by the 
volume of completed jobs. Eq. (12) minimizes total service costs. 

The models M3 and M4 are constructed analogously. They also contain some addi-
tional elements, e.g., control actions are constrained by information processing inten-
sities. In addition, perturbations impacts 1)(0 )1,( ≤≤ tj

rξ are introduced in the  

constraint system to take into account uncertainty of real execution and to estimate 
schedule robustness on the basis of attainable sets [18]. 

5 Discussion of Results and Conclusions 

New intelligent information services result from decentralized IT infrastructures. This 
forces changes in decision support systems for SN which may become cyber-physical 
systems. If so, a new challenge of joint scheduling the material flows and information 
services will be faced in practice in next years. In addition to the existing models on 
the scheduling of material processes in SNs, this study has added models for inte-
grated service, IR, and IS modernization scheduling. The coordinated usage of these 
models allows dynamic scheduling of services integrated with material and IR sche-
duling taking into account possible IS reconfiguration in a planned (i.e., the moderni-
zation) and perturbation-driven (i.e., adaptation) modes. This study is among first to 
explicitly formulate and solve in a dynamic manner the stated service scheduling 
problem. The proposed service-oriented concept allows explicitly incorporate material 
and information processes in the SN and take into account modern trends of decentra-
lized information services, e.g., cloud computing. In doing so, this study contributes 
to consideration of SNs as collaborative cyber-physical systems.  

With the help of SDC, problems of network design and scheduling can be solved 
simultaneously. In addition to the service scheduling and interconnecting each service 
with ISs needed for its realization, the proposed approach makes it possible simulta-
neously to (i) determine the volume of information services needed for physical 
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supply processes (Eqs. (10) and (11)) and (ii) determine this volume in monetary form 
(Eq. (12)). In addition, the models M3-M4 allow taking into account IS dynamics and 
reconfiguration.  

The proposed models and algorithms have been validated in a developed prototype 
based on C++ and XML. The OPC calculation is based on the Hamiltonian function. 
In integrating the main and the conjunctive equation systems, the values of variables 
in both of the systems can be obtained at each point of time. The maximum principle 
guarantees that the optimal solutions (i.e., the solution with maximal values) of the 
instantaneous problems (i.e., at each point of time) give the optimal solution to the 
overall problem. For these sub-problems, optimal solutions can be found, e.g., with 
the help of MP. Then these solutions are linked into an OPC. The optimality proper-
ties have been proved theoretically and experimentally. 

Further analysis may include an explicit incorporation of AMO into scheduling 
model, and a detailed representation of models M3-M4. This paper can also be ex-
tended in future by application to concrete case-studies. The proposed models are 
implemented in software prototype where numerical experiments have already been 
performed to validate hybrid scheduling algorithms on the basis of OPC and MP. In 
future, IR modernization and adaptation can be further investigated with the devel-
oped models and algorithms. 
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